We consider the following linear parabolic system in a domain with a thin low-permeable insertion ("imperfect interface"):
Introduction
There are many actual physical processes occurring in media with foreign zones and insertions. Heat and mass transmission problems often occur in domains with thin low-permeable insertions: paint layers, refractories, gas gaps, thin liquid layers, laminas, cracks, edges of metal granules, etc. When such transmission problems are studied, the foreign zone is eliminated from the domain where heat and mass transmission takes place, and interface (transmission) conditions on the surfaces of insertions are established. Thus, one gets a boundary-value problem in a disconnected domain. There are many papers concerning these problems , but many problems of solvability and optimization of parabolic systems with discontinuous solutions are still open. This transmission problem admits different standard formulations as evolution variational equality, as Banach-valued time-dependent equation, etc., and there are many references concerning problems of this kind.
Another approach to investigation of heat and mass transmission problems in a domain with thin low-permeable insertions is to replace the original partial differential equation and interface conditions by several first-order partial differential equations which account for the interface conditions themselves [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In this method, the eliminated insertion is returned to the domain of transmission again, the general equation and transmission conditions turn into a system of firstorder partial differential equations, but the coefficients of the equations are now distributions.
In this paper we consider the above approach to the problem. This formulation has some advantages in comparison with the previous ones. In the first-order system, the roles of the variables ξ and t are symmetric. Presence of several equations in the system leaves much more freedom to prove necessary inequalities concerning the operator than there was available in the initial and direct equations. The first-order partial differential equations have simple physical interpretations (they are generalizations of two physical laws: the conservation law and the law of transportation), so that the system is more appropriate for simulating physical processes. In contrast to the formulations as evolution variational equality, where the unknown function u is from a certain space L 2 ((0, T ); V ) for V a Banach space, the formulation as the system of equations allows one to study the time-singular processes from the point of view of distribution theory. In particular, this approach is perfectly suited for studying problems of pulse optimal control, and for solving the problem approximately by mixed finite element methods [33, 34] . In addition, under this approach, the domain of the process is simply connected (as opposed to those in traditional formulations), which is of importance for some problems (for example, for numerical procedures).
Basic definitions
Let the state function u(t, ξ ) be defined in a cylindrical domain Q = (0, T ) × Ω, where t ∈ (0, T ), ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n ) ∈ Ω = Ω 1 ∪ γ ∪ Ω 2 ⊂ R n , Ω is a bounded simply connected domain with a regular boundary ∂Ω, andγ =Ω 1 ∩Ω 2 ⊂ R n is a smooth surface that divides the domain Ω into two simply connected domains Ω 1 and
Let us consider heat and mass transmission that occurs in the two heterogeneous domains Q 1 , Q 2 separated by a thin insertion Q 3 :
For parabolic equation (1) the following jump conditions
are often found in the literature [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 35] .
[u](t, ξ 0 ) = lim
In what follows α(ξ ), β(ξ ) > 0 are continuous functions in ξ ∈γ , n = (n ξ 1 , . . . , n ξ n ) is the normal vector to the surface γ (external to the domain Ω 1 ), and functions q(ξ ), k ij (ξ ) have discontinuous jumps on the surface Q 3 . However, other configurations of the physical domains Ω 1 , Ω 2 , γ are also encountered (for instance, the interfaceγ =Ω 1 ∩Ω 2 is a closed surface lying strictly inside Ω).
In this paper we consider conditions (3), but the investigation could be adapted for the other jump conditions (4)- (7) and for other geometric configurations of the interface. Jump conditions (3) simulate heat (or mass) transmission throughout the thin foreign insertion with a small overall heat transfer coefficient (low-permeable insertion). Taking into account insertion thickness, one can assume the function u to be continuous and linear along the foreign insertion. Considering the problem under these assumptions and taking the limit as the insertion thickness becomes vanishingly small, one can derive conditions (3) , where the function α(ξ ) describes physical properties of the insertion.
Let us proceed from (1)-(3) to the set of the linear first order partial differential equations with respect to (u, ω).
Let C k (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) be the set of functions from C k (Q 1 ∪ Q 2 ) which admit an extension (with the same smoothness) from Q 1 toQ 1 and from Q 2 toQ 2 , and C 1 bd (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) be the set of functions from C 1 (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) that satisfy the initial and boundary conditions (2) .
Similarly, let C 1 bd * (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) be the set of functions from C 1 (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) which satisfy the following adjoint conditions
Let C bd be a set of pairs of functions
) n that satisfy conditions (3), and C bd * be a set of pairs
and W (Q) the following inequality holds:
where discontinuous jump [u] of the function u(t, ξ ) on Q 3 is understood in the sense of trace theory. Analogously, we can prove the inequality
2, * (Q). Introduce the completion X (respectively Y ) of C bd (respectively C bd * ) in the norm
Note that the vector ω from a pair of functions x = (u, ω) ∈ X tracks ( ω, n) R n on the surface Q 3 defined by equality ( ω, n)
The relation between the vector ω and its trace ( ω, n) R n on Q 3 becomes clear after considering the norm
, on the set C bd . Indeed, this norm is equivalent to the norm of the space X, and if L n 2,γ (Q) is the completion of (C(Q)) n in the following norm
is defined as the continuous extension of the operator
to the whole space L n 2,γ (Q). A natural bilinear form ·, · X×X * is defined on the Cartesian products of the initial spaces and their conjugate spaces (for instance, X and X * ).
Consider a system which describes heat and mass transmission in two domains with thin lowpermeable insertions
with the operator L defined by the following symbolic matrix:
Here the function u(t, ξ ) describes heat and mass transmission, and
The coefficient matrix M = {σ ij } n i,j =1 can be presented as M = K −1 + α −1 δ(γ )P, and the coefficients of the system satisfy the conditions
is the inverse to the matrix of coefficients K = {k ij } n i,j =1 of the initial parabolic equation (which is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite). Here δ(γ ) is the delta function, and P = {p ij } n i,j =1 is the projection matrix to the normal n of the surface γ ;
We give below some motivation as to why the matrix M = K −1 + α −1 δ(γ )P should be applied. As is well known, the equality
is valid for the operator grad u in distribution theory, where grad cl u is a standard differential operator in the classical sense. By considering grad cl u = K −1 ω and jump conditions (3), equality (12) can be rewritten in the form
as required in (11) . Thus, in Eq. (11) we can denote by div ω = (
Note that for smooth functions the above equality is equivalent to the partial integration formula. By grad u we denote the continuous
By M ω we also mean the continuous
Taking into account conditions (3), we have
By L + we denote the adjoint operator
Below is the symbolic matrix of the operator L + :
and coefficients of this matrix are defined here in the same way as for L.
Because the set D(L + ) = C bd * is the domain of the operator L + , we have
for
Properties of the problem
Applying equalities (13) and (14), it is easy to show that the operators L and L + are continuous in their domains of definition.
Due to the density of
, there exists the continuous extension of L (respectively, L + ) to the whole space X (respectively, Y ). LetL andL + denote extended operators.
The following lemma holds:
There exists a positive constant c > 0 such that for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y the following inequalities hold:
Remark 1. Passing to the limit in equality (14) and applying inequality (15), we conclude that operatorsL,L + satisfy the equality:
The relation between a solution of the equationLx = F and a classical solution of problem (1)- (3) is given by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let coefficients k ij of operatorL and solution
be smooth enough for the classical statement of equations (1)- (3), namely:
Then the function u(t, ξ ) satisfies equalities (1)- (3) at every point.
Proof. Since x = (u, ω) ∈ X, and norm of W (2) are satisfied.
On the other hand, for all y = (v, η) ∈ Y the following equality is valid:
Consider y = (0, η) ∈ Y . In this case, using (13), we can rewrite equality (16) as
, and therefore at every point (t, ξ ) ∈ Q 1 ∪ Q 2 , due to the smoothness of u(t, ξ ).
Integrating by parts, we have
Since the set of functions v(t, ξ ) is dense everywhere in L 2 (Q), we obtain that
where ( ω, n)
In the same manner, we have that
Fix functions a(t) and b(t) in
Let x X 1 be the following semi-norm on X:
and let y Y 1 be the following semi-norm on Y :
We denote by X 1 the completion of 
Proof. Consider the value of the functionalLx ∈ Y * at a point y = I x ∈ Y where
It is clear that y = I x ∈ Y . By definition of the operatorLx, we have
Consider each summand separately. Integrating by parts and using conditions (2), we get
Next, consider the second summand:
Now consider the third summand. Since the matrix {k ij } n i,j =1 is positive definite, integrating by parts, we obtain
Finally, we discuss the last summand.
. Then, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
We now show that y Y c x X 1 . Indeed, since η = K grad v, we have
Therefore,
A similar inequality for the adjoint operator can be proved in the same way.
Lemma 3. There exists a positive constant c > 0 such that for all y ∈ Y , the inequality
To prove this inequality, considerL + y at the point x = (u, ω) =Ī y, where
In [24, 25, 36, 37] , similar inequalities are considered, but x X 1 and y Y 1 are semi-norms here.
Optimization of the parabolic system with discontinuity

Let an optimal control h of the parabolic systemLx = F (h) with insertions be defined as a minimum point of a functional J (h) = Φ(u(t, ξ ; h), h)
, where h is a control from an allowable set U ad of a Banach space V of controls, u(t, ξ ; h) is a solution ofLx = F (h), x = (u, ω), and F : V → Y * is a control function. Denote by U * the set of optimal controls h * ∈ U ad .
In order to define the functional Φ correctly, one must guarantee the existence of a unique solution ofLx = F (h) for all h ∈ U ad . This would follow from F (U ad ) ⊂ R(L), where R(L) is the range ofL. However, the problem of describing the functional set of R(L) is very difficult.
Moreover, in many important cases the inclusion F (U ad ) ⊂ R(L) is not valid at all.
To resolve these difficulties, we prove the existence and uniqueness for solutions ofLx = F in the natural sense and in a certain generalized sense for sufficiently wide sets of the right-hand sides F ∈ Y * . This itself is of some interest. For y = (0, K ω) the equality takes the form ω 2
. Injectivity ofL + can be shown in the same way. 2
Theorem 2. For an arbitrary F
Proof. In view of Lemma 3, for an arbitrary y ∈ Y , we have
By injectivity ofL + , the expression F, y Y * ×Y defines a continuous linear functional μ(L + y) = F, y Y * ×Y in X * . Using Banach theorem, extend the functional from set R(L + ) to the whole space X * .
Since (X * ) * = X, there exists an element x ∈ X such that
Uniqueness of the solution follows from the injectivity ofL. 2
Corollary 1. Parabolic system (1)-(3) in a domain with insertions has a unique solution
u ∈ W 1,1/1 2 (Q) for all f ∈ L 2 (Q).
Corollary 2. The equality {g ∈
X * 1 | (g, 0) ∈ R(L + )} = X * 1 holds.
Definition 1.
A function u ∈ X 1 is called a generalized solution of the equationLx = F if there exists a sequence x k ∈ X such that
Theorem 3. For an arbitrary F
Proof. The set S 1 is dense in S 2 , where S 1 and S 2 are considered as the subsets of Y * . Hence there exists a sequence F k ∈ S 1 such that F k → F in Y * , as k → ∞. By Theorem 2, there exists a sequence x k ∈ X such thatLx k = F k and, due to inequality from Lemma 2, the sequence x k is fundamental with respect to the semi-norm · X 1 . Thus, there exists an element u ∈ X 1 such that (u, 0) − x k X 1 → 0, i.e. u is a generalized solution of the equationLx = F .
Ifū ∈ X 1 is another generalized solution, then we have In view of the above discussion, below we will study a minimization problem with the functional J (h) = Φ(u(t, ξ ; h), h), h ∈ U ad , and the control function F : V → Y * , where
Note that one could make a similar investigation for the functional Φ with D(Φ) = X × V and the control function
The following is a useful fact about the generalized solution ofLx = F .
Lemma 5. For a function u ∈ X 1 to be a generalized solution ofLx = F , it is necessary (and sufficient if
Proof. Let u be a generalized solution ofLx = F and let x k = (u k , ω k ) ∈ X be the corresponding sequence. Then
for all y ∈ Y such thatL + y = (g, 0), where g ∈ X * 1 . Passing to the limit as k → ∞, we obtain the desired equality. Conversely, suppose that the equality u, g X 1 ×X * 1 = F, y Y * ×Y holds for all y ∈ Y and g ∈ X * 1 such thatL + y = (g, 0). By Theorem 3, equationLx = F has a generalized solution u * ∈ X 1 , therefore u − u * , g X 1 ×X * 1 = 0. Because of Corollary 2, the function g ∈ X * 1 attains all the elements of space X * 1 as values, hence u = u * . 2
Existence of the optimal control of a parabolic system with an insertion and properties of the functional J
Theorem 4. Suppose the following holds:
(1) Φ is a weakly lower semi-continuous functional in the space X 1 × V ; (2) U ad is a weakly compact set in a Banach space V ;
Then there exists an optimal control of the systemLx = F (h).
Proof. By virtue of the weak compactness of the set U ad , there exists a weakly convergent sequence of controls h k w → h * ∈ U ad which minimizes the functional J . Thus, F (h k ) converges to F (h * ) weakly in Y * . Hence, by the inequality u X 1 c F Y * (Corollary 4), boundedness u(h k ) in the space X 1 follows immediately, where u(h k ) is a sequence of generalized solutions ofLx = F (h k ). Since X 1 is a reflexive space, a closed, convex and bounded set in X 1 is weakly compact. Therefore, the sequence u(h k ) contains a weakly convergent subsequence u(h k m )
Let u(h * ) be a generalized solution ofLx = F (h * ). We prove that u * = u(h * ) in X 1 . By Lemma 5, we have
Passing to the limit as m → ∞, we obtain
On the other hand, again by Lemma 5, we have u * = u(h * ).
Taking into consideration the weak lower semi-continuity of Φ, we obtain inf h∈U ad
Thus, h * ∈ U ad is an optimal control. 2
Remark 2.
Since the control function F may be non-linear, and the functional Φ may be nonconvex, optimal control may not be unique.
Remark 3.
It follows from the proof that an arbitrary minimizing sequence of controls h k converges to the optimal control set U * weakly in V , i.e. for all l ∈ V * we have
Analogously, if U ad is a compact set, then one can prove that an arbitrary minimizing sequence h k converges to the set U * , that is, ρ(h k , U * ) → 0.
Remark 4.
Considering the inequality from Corollary 4 and assuming the control function F and the functional Φ are smooth, one could investigate various stability properties of the optimal system or the functional J with respect to control disturbance. For instance, if F : V → Y * and Φ : X 1 × V → R are continuous functions, then J : V → R is a continuous functional. Therefore, the optimal control problem is stable with respect to control disturbance. point (u(h), h ) and the Fréchet derivative F (h) of F : V → Y * at a point h ∈ U ad , then one can consider the differential properties of J : V → R, which enables the study of the gradient methods in order to solve the optimization problem.
If there exist the Fréchet derivative
Φ = (Φ u , Φ h ) of the functional Φ : X 1 × V → R at a
Theorem 5. If there exist the Fréchet derivatives Φ (u(h), h) = (Φ u , Φ h ) and F (h), then there exists the Fréchet derivative J (h) of J defined as follows:
where functions u(h) ∈ X 1 , y(h) ∈ Y are the solutions of the operator equationsLx = F (h),
Proof. Finding the linear part of the increment J (h + h) − J (h), we have
is the generalized solution of the equationLx = F with the right-hand side
Using the corollary of Theorem 3, we obtain
Using relations (17) and inequalities from Lemmas 1 and 2, one can investigate various properties of the gradient of J (uniform continuity, uniform or local Lipschitz condition, etc.) which depend on the smoothness of the control function F and of the functional Φ.
To illustrate this, let us consider the following theorem of this type.
Theorem 6. If the Fréchet derivative F (h) (R(F
) ⊂ S 2 ) is α-Hölder continuous in a bounded neighborhood U ⊂ U ad (i.e. there exist c > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1] such that for all h 1 , h 2 ∈ U the inequality F (h 1 ) − F (h 2 ) c h 1 − h 2 α V holds),
and the derivatives Φ u (u, h), Φ h (u, h) satisfy the same condition on
Proof. Since the Fréchet derivative F is α-Hölder continuous in the bounded domain U , so F is bounded in U . Then we have
By Lemma 5 and Theorem 3, there exists a generalized solution u(h
A similar argument yields
To complete the proof, one should take into account the following inequalities Proof. Let u * be an arbitrary element of the space X 1 . The set
It is easy to prove thatLx i ∈ S 2 .
Since F (U ad ) is dense in S 2 , for every fixed positive integer i, there exists a sequence of
Using the inequality proved above, we obtain
Applications to the problem of pulse optimal control
In this section we consider applications of our results to a specific problem of pulse optimal control of the parabolic system with insertions.
Let an optimal control h of the parabolic systemLx = F (h) be a minimum point of a func-
and
, h * ∈ V are certain elements which characterize the desired modes of operation of the system in the domain Q, on the surface Q 3 , and the desired optimal control. Since · is a weakly lower semicontinuous functional, Φ * is a weakly lower semi-continuous functional in X 1 × V .
For an arbitrary v ∈ W 1,1/1 2, * (Q) the following inequality
. Therefore one may consider a pulse control problem. Let the control function F (h) be of the pulse form
It is clear that U ad is a weakly compact set in the Hilbert space V .
In order to apply the obtained results to the systemLx = F (h) with the pulse control function, one must show the weak continuity of F (Theorem 4), prove existence and find the Fréchet derivative (Theorem 5), and study the gradient smoothness (Theorem 6).
We now show that f : V → W and prove that the gradient is α-Hölder continuous with α = 1/2. Thus, one can try to apply numerical methods to find the optimal vector of pulse source strengths ϕ * (ξ ). However, with respect to t, the control function f : V → W Let U * ε be the set of optimal controls of the regularized optimization problem. The following general theorem shows the relation between the solutions of the initial optimization problem and the solutions of the regularized one.
Theorem 8. Suppose the following holds:
(1) the admissible set of controls U ad is weakly compact in the Banach space V ;
As for the problem of the pulse control, consider for instance the following regularization f ε (h) = It is easy to show that this regularization satisfies conditions of the theorem. The regularized control function F ε has the Fréchet derivative, hence one can consider gradient methods to find an optimal vector of pulse points of time t * .
Since the weak and strong convergences are equivalent in R n , an optimal vector t * ε of pulse points of time of the regularized problem strongly converges to the optimal vector t * of the original optimization problem.
Applying a pulse excitation, one could achieve the asymptotic controllability of the parabolic system. Indeed, it is not difficult to show that the set 
